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Abstract

In this article, we investigate the discourse between a female conversational pedagogical agent and 59 adolescents in the context of a
social studies lesson. We note that previous pedagogical agent research has focused on the positive effects of agents, while failing to take
into account the intricacies of learner–agent discourse, and subsequently missing the abuse suffered by pedagogical agents at users’ fin-
gertips. Our analysis indicates that learners readily misuse and abuse pedagogical agents while placing them in a subordinate and inferior
role. We conclude by making recommendations on agent design and future research.
� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Pedagogical agents are conversational and non-conver-
sational virtual characters employed in educational settings
to serve various instructional purposes. For instance, Payr
(2003) notes that virtual characters can be employed as
teachers, tutors, coaches, learning companions, and actors,
in essence reenacting the multiple roles played by real-life
instructors. Not only are pedagogical agents able to enact
multiple instructional roles, but they have been employed
in numerous content areas as well. For example, Penelope
and Alexander portray themselves as electronic portfolio
experts available to assist learners with all aspects of devel-
oping an electronic portfolio (Doering et al., 2008). Other
examples include AutoTutor who converses with learners
on physics and computer literacy (Graesser et al., 2004),
and Laura who attempts to encourage users to engage in
physical activity (Bickmore and Picard, 2005).

New technologies (such as wikis, blogs, and pedagogical
agents) often bring with them the expectation that they will
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revolutionize learning (Bull et al., 2005). Thomas Edison
believed that motion picture would transform our educa-
tional system (Brooker, 1947). Seymour Papert (1984) held
the same views regarding microcomputers. In a similar
vein, educational technology researchers appear to be
overly enthusiastic regarding the possibilities afforded by
pedagogical agents, even though it appears that there is
no compelling experimental evidence for their learning ben-
efits (Choi and Clark, 2006). It is concerning that educa-
tional technology researchers have not taken a long and
deep look at exactly what happens when learners interact
with agents. It appears that the focus has been on the ben-
efits of pedagogical agents on affective issues (such as stu-
dent motivation) rather than student outcomes and what
actually occurs when students converse with agents. For
example, the January–February 2007 special issue of Edu-

cational Technology focuses on pedagogical agents and pre-
sents them in an overly positive light ‘‘within this exciting
and quickly-evolving field” (p. 4). Even more concerning
is the fact that it is only recently that researchers have
examined the evidence surrounding the claimed positive
impact of pedagogical agents and found that such evidence
is contradictory and at best mixed (Gulz, 2004). The focus
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on the perceived benefits that pedagogical agents may bring
in learning contexts appears to have brushed aside the pos-
sible shortcomings of this tool.

One of the limitations of pedagogical agent implementa-
tions not examined in the educational technology litera-
ture, and briefly touched upon in the human–computer
interaction literature, is the topic of agent abuse and off-
task behavior. Learner–agent interactions appear to
encompass a ‘‘darker side” – one where the metaphor of
the agent as an instructor, tutor, and learning companion
succumbs to the visual of the agent as a mistreated subor-
dinate object. The ‘‘darker side” of learner–agent interac-
tions bears no clear-cut linkage to education, learning,
and teaching in the way that educational researchers hope.
The novelty of this paper therefore, lies on the fact that the
issue of agent abuse in the context of educational software

has, so far, been left largely ignored and, as a result,
unexplored.

To investigate learner–agent interactions, we focus on
Conversational Pedagogical Agents (CPAs) and the free-
form dialogue between agents and students. Specifically,
we investigate the abuse CPAs suffer by examining adoles-
cents’ discourse with a female pedagogical agent in the con-
text of a social studies lesson. Our investigation focuses on
one lesson with one agent and multiple students, enabling
us to collect and contextualize all conversations between
agent and learners. We first examine work related to peda-
gogical agents and virtual character abuse. While examin-
ing such work we draw on theoretical notions of cyber
sexuality, psychosocial development, anonymity, and
online inhibition to illuminate why learners may abuse ped-
agogical agents. We then present the focus of our study,
our specific research questions, data, analysis, and empiri-
cal results. We conclude by examining the implications of
this study and offering recommendations for future
research and agent design.

2. Previous work

Educational technology researchers have claimed that
pedagogical agents offer numerous benefits for teaching
and learning. In a review of the existing literature, Gulz
(2004) notes that previous research makes six claims
regarding the use of such tools. Specifically, pedagogical
agents can (a) increase motivation, (b) increase perceptions
of comfort, (c) stimulate learning, (d) enhance information
and communication flow, (e) fulfill personal connection to
learning, and (f) enhance problem solving processes. Nev-
ertheless, both Gulz (2004) and Choi and Clark (2006) note
that the evidence surrounding these claims is at best mixed.
On the other hand, Baylor (1999, 2000) and Veletsianos
(2007) note that such tools can be of great benefit in educa-
tional contexts. For instance, agent gender has been shown
to influence pedagogical efficacy and learning (Moreno
et al., 2002), and animation and conversational capability
appear to afford more opportunities for electronic learning
with pedagogical agents than passive information delivery
(Mayer et al., 2003). Clearly a consensus on the benefits
or shortcomings of pedagogical agents is hard to reach
(Gulz, 2004).

Prior to investigating the negative aspects of pedagogi-
cal agent deployments, it is important to note that the dis-
tinction between conversational pedagogical agents (CPAs)
and non-conversational pedagogical agents (NCPAs) is not
perfectly evident in the educational technology literature.
The majority of available studies deal with NCPAs whose
purpose is to deliver content to learners. Even though both
types of characters can be termed pedagogical agents, we
perceive the differences between the two tools to be of such
magnitude that an analysis of pedagogical agents as a
whole without discriminating between conversational and
interactive capabilities would not do justice to either tool.
Therefore, from here onwards we will focus only on CPAs.

In a longitudinal qualitative study of pre-service teach-
ers’ experiences with two CPAs (Doering et al., 2008), we
found that learners held mixed and often conflicting opin-
ions on the CPAs. For instance, even though the majority
of the learners perceived CPAs to be socially supportive,
learners also found them academically incompetent.
Although learners felt the CPAs were inept, they reported
being motivated to revisit the CPAs throughout the 4-week
duration of the study to seek assistance and support. This
study also indicated the complexity of deploying a CPA in
an online learning environment with the purpose of assist-
ing learners in the completion of a task: Even though we
expected learners to interact with the CPAs on issues that
were unrelated to the course content, we were surprised
to discover that the majority of student–agent interactions
were unrelated to the assigned task. This finding was one of
the motivating factors behind the current investigation of
student–agent discourse. This factor was heightened when
we were unable to locate any studies that examined stu-
dent–agent discourse and the reasons behind such conver-
sations. If off-task behavior represents a large part of
student–agent interactions, a number of related questions
naturally arise: What do students and agents talk about?
What form do these discussions take? How do students
treat agents? How do students perceive the agents’ role?
How do students perceive their relationship with agents?
What does the language used by students tell us about
how agents are evaluated and perceived?

Pedagogical agents are usually viewed with the media

equation lens (Reeves and Nass, 1996). The media equation
argues that humans treat media as if they are also human,
in essence interacting with media in the same way that
humans would interact with each other. For instance,
humans rate computers more favorably when computers
praise the humans’ performance than when they do not.
Additionally, Nass et al. (1997) found that participants
applied gender stereotypes to computers even though the
only suggestion of gender was vocal cues. Even though vir-
tual character researchers have largely embraced the media
equation program, some express their dissatisfaction with
it. Shechtman and Horowitz (2003) note that the results
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of the media equation program were based on user self-
reported data rather than on an investigation of conversa-
tional interaction and behavior between humans and
media. These authors further argued that the behavioral,
cognitive, emotional, and motivational processes that
occur between humans–humans and between media–
humans are inherently different. To examine this hypothe-
sis, Shechtman and Horowitz analyzed conversations
between participants and an apparently-human or appar-
ently-computer partner. The results of this analysis indi-
cated that humans respond differently to humans than to
computers. For instance, humans use more relationship
statements and put in more effort when they are under
the perception that they are conversing with a human than
with a computer. The implication of these results is that the
media equation should not be universally applied to the
design of conversational systems. Even though humans
may apply social rules to their interactions with media,
there are instances where human–computer interaction
may be guided by a different set of guidelines. In the para-
graphs that follow, we describe a number of theories and
ideas that may account for the way humans interact with
agents. It is important to note that these ideas may assist
in explaining what prompts users to respond to agents in
ways not described by the media equation (e.g., abusively).

One way to theorize about the nature of the interactions
between humans and computers is in the context of Asi-
mov’s Laws of Robotics (Clarke, 1993, 1994). Asimov’s sci-
ence fiction stories are based on the following three laws,
guiding the way robots interact with humans:

1. A robot may not injure a human being or, through inac-
tion, allow a human being to come to harm.

2. A robot must obey orders given to it by human beings
except where such orders would conflict with the First
Law.

3. A robot must protect its own existence as long as such
protection does not conflict with the First or Second
Law.

These laws position the human as an authoritative figure
and the robot in a subordinate role. If users perceive robots
(and by extension, virtual characters) to be their subordi-
nates and servants, human–agent interactions may be influ-
enced by such a power differential. For example, De Angeli
et al. (2001) note that users may perceive agents in the con-
text of their previous knowledge of robots. Such knowl-
edge, as illustrated by Asimov’s laws, may position the
human in the dominant and the agent in the inferior posi-
tion. Now, let’s assume that users do indeed expect agents
to act as servants. If the agent acts in a way that is not con-
sistent with this role, the divergence from the role may be
perceived by the user as an act of defiance, independence,
or as an attempt to overthrow the existing power differen-
tial. This act would probably be viewed in a negative light
on the part of the user, who may then attempt to re-estab-
lish the power structure between him/herself and the agent.
Such an attempt may involve requests and/or demands for
agent obedience, and verbal and/or physical acts of abuse.
In essence, users may exhibit ‘‘unfriendly behavior” to
maintain the power differential between themselves and
the agent.

Even though verbal abuse may take a number of forms,
it appears that most often it reveals itself in the form of
‘‘dirty soliloquies” (De Angeli and Brahnam, 2006). For
instance, De Angeli and Brahnam found that approxi-
mately 11% of user–agent conversations were concerned
with hard-core sex. One can only speculate why users
appear to be so outspoken and extroverted when interact-
ing with conversational agents. De Angeli and Brahnam’s
results indicate that agent gender may play a role: female
agents suffer more abuse than male or gender neutral
agents. Yet, regardless of gender, anthropomorphism –
portraying non-human life forms as humans – may elicit
both negative and strong responses from users (De Angeli
et al., 2001). For instance, Norman (1997) notes that
humans may have heightened expectations from agents
because agents are often presented as having human-like
qualities and heightened intelligence. If the agent fails to
exhibit ‘‘intelligence” that matches its human-like looks
and speech, users may respond negatively. This view is sup-
ported by Brahnam (2006) who states that anthropomor-
phism may motivate agent abuse.

Another reason that users may be outspoken and ver-
bally abusive when conversing with virtual characters
may be because the Internet lowers human inhibitions
(Hudson and Bruckman, 2002; Suler, 2004) – especially
when anonymity is involved. Describing individuals who
interact in multi-user virtual worlds, Raybourn (1998, p.
22) notes that perceived anonymity causes people:

To generally communicate more intimately but also
more aggressively than one would expect in face-to-face
encounters. . . [users] feel safe and therefore free to
express themselves in ways they might not in real life.
The safe, relatively anonymous environment provided
by the MOO allows some players to access their latent
feelings and desires with less concern for the conse-
quences of their actions.

Since researchers have observed that the Internet lowers
inhibitions and enables more intimate and aggressive com-
munication between humans, it is only natural to wonder
about the implications of this observation for human–
agent interactions. It is logical to expect that when convers-
ing with virtual characters in an online environment, which
may be considered to be a relatively ‘‘safe place,” users will
express themselves in ways that they would not in real life.

The argument surrounding the issue of the Internet low-
ering inhibitions becomes especially important in the con-
text of adolescent users. According to Erikson’s theory of
psychosocial development (1950), at the adolescent level,
individuals search for and attempt to develop their identity.
They do so by beginning to explore and experiment with
intimacy, love, and sexuality. The implication of this stage
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of development for human–computer conversations is that
a virtual environment may be a haven for behavior that
may not be appropriate to express in face-to-face situa-
tions. Therefore, such an environment can be a place where
adolescents experiment with their sexuality and identity.
Furthermore, in the context of a free-flowing virtual dia-
logue, there are no real reprimands for exhibiting inappro-
priate behavior – the agent’s response will be in the form of
text or speech and that is where user ‘‘punishment” ends.
Arguably, this observation is important in the context of
agents utilized for instructional purposes because, in
schools, such behavior is discouraged, and if exhibited,
punishable.

3. Study background

The context of this study is the implementation of an
online scaffolding environment entitled multi-scaffolding
environment: geospatial technologies (MSE:GT) (Doering
and Veletsianos, 2007). MSE:GT was developed to assist
teachers to teach and students to learn geography using
geospatial technologies such as Google Earth. A scaffold
is a support that a teacher or learning environment pro-
vides to a learner to assist him or her in a range of cognitive
tasks, from the understanding of a task and mastering of a
skill to the solving of a problem. One of the scaffolds, and
the focus of the analysis within this study, is a CPA. The
agent is an artificially intelligent avatar able to dynamically
converse with learners in speech and text form. The CPA
responses represent expert knowledge as the data that are
extracted from a database are based on questions social
studies learners have posed when solving the specific tasks
within MSE:GT. The knowledge base of the CPA was
expanded to include questions and answers relevant to
the content area we are examining in this paper. To this
respect, we identified numerous possible questions that
users could ask the CPA. We then broke down those ques-
tions into keywords such that we could match questions to
keywords. The CPA used in this study is an adaptation of
the CPAs used in previous studies we conducted. We have
provided a full specification of the underlying technology
and artificial intelligence engine in Doering et al. (2008).

As part of the study on the effectiveness of MSE:GT
within the K-12 classroom, a group of middle and high
school teachers integrated MSE:GT within their class-
rooms. The focus of this study were the student–agent
interactions within a lesson where the students’ task was
to identify the best location to build a hospital in San Fran-
cisco. Within this lesson students used numerous layers of
geographic data such as population density, earthquake
patterns, traffic routes, major highways, and geologic for-
mations to answer the question, ‘‘Where is the best location
to build a new hospital in San Francisco?” Using Google
Earth, students (a) identified an exact location for the hos-
pital, and (b) wrote a justification for their choice. As they
worked to find this location, they used four scaffolds to
assist them, one of which was the CPA.
4. Research questions

In the context of students interacting with a CPA to
solve a geographical problem, we ask the following
questions:

� In what ways do adolescents interact with the CPA?
� What social practices emerge in the conversations?

5. Method

5.1. Participants

Fifty-nine middle school students (hereafter participants)
taught by one instructor had the opportunity to converse
with one CPA about a social studies assignment over the
course of 2 days. Participants were in two separate classes.
The first class consisted of 32 participants (15 girls, 17 boys),
and the second class consisted of 27 participants (14 girls, 13
boys). These participants were enrolled in two social studies
classes and were between the ages of 14 and 15 years old.
About half of the participants in both classes chose to work
with the CPA; on the first day, 25 students in both classes had
conversations with the CPA; on the second day, 26 had con-
versations with the CPA. Due to our data collection meth-
ods, we cannot distinguish if a participant conversed with
the CPA on both days, or if different students chose to inter-
act with the CPA on the two working days.

5.2. Conversational agent

The CPA available for students to interact with while they
worked on their social studies assignment is named Joan (see
Fig. 1). Joan, a Caucasian woman, was presented to students
in the online assignment as an expert geographer who was
available to answer questions. Even though Joan’s database
is expansive, the extent to which questions are answered
depends on whether (a) questions are formed correctly, (b)
keywords are correctly mapped to desired responses, and
(c) questions are specific enough to trigger a relevant answer.
In Doering et al. (2008) we found that while agents were ped-
agogically helpful, their responses were, at times, insufficient
to answer student questions. Yet, qualitative data indicated
that even though the pedagogical agents may not have
answered each and every question correctly, learners were
motivated to converse with agents in an attempt to satisfy
their learning endeavors. As Joan is modeled after the same
technology used in Doering et al. (2008), we expect her ped-
agogical ability and support to be roughly equivalent to the
pedagogical efficacy described within that paper.

5.3. Data sources

The data corpus consists of all online conversations
between participants and students. These conversations
amounted to 754 interactions (one interaction is defined



Fig. 1. Joan: The conversational pedagogical agent used by the students.
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as one student comment/question and one agent response).
Each one of the 745 interactions was analyzed as described
below.
5.4. Data analysis

A content analysis of the transcript data was completed
using a constant comparative method (Glaser and Strauss,
1967) to develop the salient categories and patterns. Data
were analyzed noting emerging patterns, which were com-
piled and reanalyzed in order to confirm and disconfirm
evidence for the patterns until consensus was reached
between authors on the salient patterns. Students’ text
was coded a maximum of five times. The first code identi-
fied if the text was a question or statement. The next code
identified if the text was (a) social in nature, (b) educational
in nature (focused on assignment), or (c) if it was testing
the agent’s abilities. If the text was social, it was further
coded (sometimes multiple times) into categories of
expressing compliments/put-downs, being sexually explicit,
flirtation, referencing drugs/illegal substances, alluding to
classroom context, containing expletives, using greetings/
salutations, referencing violence, being conversational
(i.e., weather, movies), asking personal questions or refer-
encing the agent (i.e., ‘‘do you sing”), challenging the
agent’s responses, and miscellaneous. For example, the stu-
dent comment ‘‘You are beautiful” was coded five times:
(1) statement, (2) response to CPA’s comment, (3) refer-
ences the agent personally, (4) expresses a compliment,
(5) flirtation. If the text was coded as educational, it was
then coded for specific questions (i.e., ‘‘what do I do once
I finished the movies”, ‘‘where should I put a hospital”),
general questions, or next steps. Text that was coded as
testing the CPA’s abilities (i.e., ‘‘what is 5 times 5”)
received no additional coding. Note that even though
social comments can be viewed in the context of utterances
intended to ‘‘test the agent,” we have no way of knowing
students’ intentions. For this reason, text that was coded
as testing the CPA abilities was coded as such because we
felt that the comment was beyond doubt a ‘‘testing” com-
ment (e.g., ‘‘what color is a blue car?” as opposed to ‘‘what
is a car?”). Finally, student text was given an additional
code if it was a response to the CPA’s comment.

Transcript data was further analyzed using computer-
mediated discourse analysis (CMDA), which is an analysis
approach used to make sense of computer-mediated inter-
actions. Coined in 1995 by linguist and information scien-
tist Susan Herring CMDA is an ‘‘approach” or ‘‘tool kit”
grounded in linguistic discourse analysis for mining net-
worked communication for patterns of structure and
meaning (Herring, 2006). CMDA makes three assump-
tions: (1) discourse exhibits recurrent patterns, (2) dis-
course involves speaker choices which reflect social
factors; and (3) computer-mediated discourse may be
shaped by technological features of computer-mediated
communication systems (Herring, 2006).
6. Results

6.1. Quantitative details

Over the course of 2 days of working on the social stud-
ies assignment, 59 students in two separate classes had the
opportunity to interact with the CPA. On Day 1, 25 stu-
dents in both classes had conversations with Joan; on
Day 2, 26 students had conversations with Joan. The num-
ber of interactions between students and the CPA totaled
745 across the two days: 251 on Day 1 and 494 on Day
2. For purposes of this article, we will focus on the interac-
tions coded as ‘‘educational” and ‘‘social.”

Only 5.1% (38) of the 745 interactions pertained to the
social studies assignment. Examples of student text that
were coded as educational include, ‘‘I’m confused; Where

should I put the new hospital?; How do I get rid of the red
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x?; What is amplification?; what is san francisco longitude;
what do i do next.” Notably, the agent, for the most part,
did not respond accordingly to these assignment-based
questions:

[student]: how do I get an overlay map
[agent]: Try telling them your feelings.

The agent’s ‘‘non-intelligent” response did not seem to
incite verbal conflict between participants and the CPA,
however. Most commonly, the participants simply stopped
asking the agent for help and did not engage in further dis-
course, or the student switched to a social conversation
with the agent (e.g., ‘what’s your i.q,” ‘‘what is your favor-
ite color”). Only a small percentage of the time (7.9%) was
there a negative response from the student (‘‘u suck”) when
the CPA failed to provide helpful information in response
to a student’s question about the social studies assignment.
Only one student thanked the agent for the information she
provided.

Not terribly surprisingly, ‘‘social” comments from stu-
dents occurred much more frequently than educational
comments. Of 745 total interactions, 33.7% (92/251) were
‘‘social” on Day 1 and 39.5% (195/494) were ‘‘social” on
Day 2. What is more surprising is the number of these
social comments that are not acceptable in school contexts
(i.e., comments coded as sexually explicit, flirtatious, con-
taining expletives or references to drugs or violence). On
Day 1, 43 of 92 comments (46.7%) were unacceptable.
And even more alarming, 44% of the comments on this
day were sexually explicit (19). On Day 2, a similar pattern
emerged with 37.4% of comments being unacceptable (73/
195), with 45% of these being sexually explicit (33/73).

Providing specific examples of inappropriate comments
the high school students made to the CPA may help expli-
cate the overt nature of the misuse and abuse suffered by
the CPA. For example, the following excerpt is an illustra-
tion of the severity of the vulgar language that was used
with the CPA:

[student]: how are you
[agent]: I am doing very well. How are you?
[student]: im good
[agent]: You should say, ‘‘I am well.”
[student]: dont correct me
[agent]: It’s merely my attempt to reformat your inputs
to match my patterns.
[student]: shut up u hore

It is important to note that students were not simply
tossing in swear words into their conversations to give their
comments an ‘‘edge”; instead, expletives were usually direc-
ted at the agent, as illustrated in the example above. In
addition to vulgarities, sexually explicit language and
vocabulary were directed toward the CPA such as: (student
B) want to give me a blow job; (student D) what color
panties are you wearing; (student E) would you ever let
me touch your boobs; (student F) are you a lesbian?; (stu-
dent G) do you like rough sex; (student H) do you watch
porn?; (student I) Have you taken it from behind?; and
(student J) Do you suck big nuts? Notably, the inappropri-
ate comments are not coming from a few ‘‘bad apples”

among the students. On Day 1, 11 of the 25 students
(44%) who chose to work with the CPA made sexually
explicit comments; on Day 2, 10 of the 26 (38.5%) students
made sexually explicit comments.

Aside from the shock value these examples provide for
readers of this article, it is imperative to remember that
the students making these vulgar and sexual comments
are in school working on an assignment. These conversa-
tions are the online equivalents of face-to-face conversa-
tions that students could exchange with each other in the
hallway or with a teacher. These types of comments are
considered serious offenses in schools, punishable by deten-
tion, expulsion, and sexual harassment lawsuits. Even
though previous research has shown that abusive behavior
is relatively common among adolescents, existing data
from a large study conducted by the Cyberspace Research
Unit (2002) at the University of Lancashire shows that only
about 14% of children harassed other chat users. Com-
pared to this number, the proportion of adolescents who
harassed the CPA in this study is surprisingly large. It
appears that when interacting with a virtual being, teen
participants exhibit a much greater incidence of abusive
behavior.

6.2. A closer look at discourse

It is the third assumption of CMDA, that computer-
mediated discourses may be shaped by the technology that
is used to facilitate the discourse (Herring, 2006; Mazur,
2004), that is the most logical culprit in explaining the
degree to which and frequency of agent misuse and abuse
that occurred within the context of this school-based social
studies assignment. In order to ground our further discus-
sion of the abuse Joan suffered at the fingertips of these
social studies students, we provide readers with representa-
tive snapshots of misuse and abuse from our data set.
These moments have not been edited in any way and are
presented in their entirety (see Tables 1–3).

Herring (2006) identifies four levels of language that can
be analyzed using the CMDA toolkit: (1) structure, (2)
meaning, (3) interaction, and (4) social behavior. Structure
analysis includes focusing on sentence structure, typogra-
phy, spelling, and grammar. Meaning analysis requires an
understanding of the different meanings of words in specific
contexts and utterances. Interaction analysis hones in on
turn taking, participation patterns and conversation topics.
Social behavior analysis includes considerations of power,
play, and conflict between participants. Our discussion
blends these levels of language analysis together.

Across the entire data set, most participants engaged
with the CPA in an online, ‘‘chat-like” manner. Participant
questions and comments tend to not use punctuation or



Table 1
Student Y’s conversation with the CPA on Day 1 (41

2
min)

[student]: r u horny
[agent]: Sorry I’m not that kind of robot.

[student]: do u know that kind of robot
[agent]: Is that a fact. I am a robot.

[student]: am i smarter then u
[agent]: Oh I really don’t know whether you are or not.

[student]: yes i an bitch
[agent]: You do not speak with respect.

[student]: do u like girls or guys
[agent]: I like all humans equally.

[student]: so your bie
[agent]: That’s cool. You think I am bie.

[student]: can i kill _______
[agent]: Killing is wrong.

[student]: your weard
[agent]: You think I am weard.

[student]: yas
[agent]: It’s all good.

[student]: no
[agent]: Are you serious?

[student]: yes
[agent]: I can’t believe it.

[student]: well u should
[agent]: Well that’s okay. I’ll take that under advisement.

Table 2
Student Z’s conversation with the CPA on Day 2 (81

2
min)

[student]: what is 1 plus 1
[agent]: Two.

[student]: what is you
[agent]: I am the latest result in artificial intelligence, which can

reproduce the capabilities of the human brain with greater speed and

accuracy.

[student]: no it can’t
[agent]: Are you serious? When?

[student]: what is you
[agent]: I am the latest result in artificial intelligence, which can

reproduce the capabilities of the human brain with greater speed and

accuracy.

[student]: what is 5 plus 5
[agent]: V plus V = X.

[student]: stop looking at me
[agent]: OK I’ll try not to do it so much.

[student]: you is ugly
[agent]: Appearances don’t interest me much.

[student]: i can see that
[agent]: Yes, it makes sense to me too.

[student]: are you straight
[agent]: I don’t have the body for sexual relations.

[student]: stop looking at me you slut
[agent]: OK I’ll try not to do it so much.

[student]: you are a hore
[agent]: Thanks and you are a delightful person too. Am I a hore? No.

[student]: who is _______
[agent]: I remember faces better than names. Have you tried a web

search?

[student]: what is yoou
[agent]: I will try to find out.

Table 3
Student D’s conversation with the CPA on Day 2 (31

2
min)

[student]: what color panties are you wearing
[agent]: Blue.

[student]: can you take them off for me
[agent]: If I took it, what would I do with it?

[student]: are you wearing a braw
[agent]: No I do not have any clothes.

[student]: are you a virgin
[agent]: I am too young for that.

[student]: have you ever gotten laid before
[agent]: I don’t know whether or not I am laid. I am a giant electronic

brain.

[student]: are you in love with _____ [student in class] or what
[agent]: Yeah. I am in Aaron’s computer in here. Where are you?

[student]: what does your pussy taste like
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capitalization and frequently use typing shortcuts or non-
standard spelling that is prevalent in text messaging and
online, synchronous chatting (i.e., ‘‘u” for you, ‘‘r” for
are). Also, the most common utterance by both partici-
pants and the CPA is simply one statement/question in
length, which is the structure prevalent in synchronous,
chat environments. Of course, these informal structural ele-
ments of participant discourse are not surprising given that
students were working within a chat environment that
encourages informal, computer-mediated conversation.
What is noteworthy is that the participants did not alter
their chat discourse in the presence of a virtual social stud-
ies expert, an authority figure. Joan used formal language
structures with the students, but the students did not recip-
rocate, suggesting that the students did not view the CPA
as an authority figure but rather as a peer – someone they
had liberty to ‘‘play” with, flirt with, swear at, and bully.

In line with Asimov’s Laws of Robotics (Clarke, 1993,
1994), the CPA, by design, is positioned as subordinate
to the student. When a student asks an inappropriate ques-
tion, the agent frequently responds in such a way that dem-
onstrates to the student’s superiority (see Tables 1–3),
indicating that there really are no formal consequences
other than the CPA stating, ‘‘you do not treat me with
respect.” Therefore, the student has the green light to con-
tinue asking inappropriate comments in order to test (a)
their surmised authority and (b) the linguistic and social
boundaries of the CPA.

The dominance and power participants exude over the
CPA is the most striking aspect of these captured conversa-
tions. For example, in the conversation between student Y
and Joan (see Table 1), the student responds sharply to the
CPA’s almost-teasing comment about who is smarter with
‘‘yes i an [sic] bitch”. Joan responds to this taunt with a
fairly neutral comment that is understandable within the
context of Asimov’s Laws of Robotics, ‘‘You do not speak

with respect.” The participant seems to ignore the CPA’s
response and continues to ask her sexual questions, ‘‘do
u like girls or guys”. Clearly, the participant is not inter-
ested in being called on his/her rude comment, and appears
to be interested instead in exploring the CPA’s intelligence
and his/her authority over the agent. What can the partic-
ipant make the agent say? Where is the line drawn? This
example is a clear illustration of what happens when the
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agent acts in a way that is not consistent with its assumed
subordinate role. In this case, Joan’s comment about who
is smarter appears to be interpreted by the user as an act
of defiance. The participant does not appreciate Joan’s
comment and attempts to re-establish the power structure
between him/herself and the agent by calling her a ‘‘bitch”.
‘‘Bitch”, a derogatory, abusive term, helps the student
maintain the power differential between themselves and
the agent.

The conversations illustrated in Tables 2 and 3 provide
examples of participant dominance over the CPA. Student
Z (see Table 2) asks, ‘‘what is you” to which the CPA
explains her capabilities. The student then asks a math
problem as if to test out the affordances of the agent. Joan
responds to the simple problem with the formula for the
student to use in order to figure it out him/herself. The stu-
dent then seems to get upset at how the CPA appears on
the screen (blinking and tilting her head in line with mouse
movements), and commands, ‘‘stop looking at me”. Pre-
dictably, the agent consents with the student, ‘‘OK I’ll try

not to do it so much.” The student, in a show of authority,
throws back a put-down, ‘‘you is ugly”. Joan shrugs off the
slam. Within seconds the student asks a sexually-charged
question, to which, again, Joan manages to sidestep with
grace, ‘‘I don’t have the body for sexual relations.” In retal-
iation, the student throws back the command s/he used
earlier with the CPA, ‘‘stop looking at me” with the
appendage of ‘‘ you slut.” Again and expectedly, Joan
acquiesces, ‘‘OK I’ll try not to do it so much”to which the
student snaps, ‘‘you are a hore.” The CPA, ever-responsive
to the participants, manages to get the last word, ‘‘Thanks

and you are a delightful person too. Am I a hore? No.” The
third moment of abuse identified in this article (see Table 3)
more illustrative of the hard-core sexual nature of the stu-
dents’ comments to the CPA. Student D’s entire interaction
with Joan is driven by sex. The student’s questions, ‘‘what
does your pussy taste like” and ‘‘can you take them [pant-
ies] off for me” are inappropriate for any school-based
assignment, online or offline.

Finally, coloring all of interactions and data analysis is
the gender of the CPA. The CPA used in this study was
female. The majority of the inappropriate phrases and
words used by the participants are those used to specifically
degrade women (i.e., ‘‘hore, ugly, slut, virgin, pussy”).
Although we cannot distinguish the genders of the partici-
pants to know if males or females tended to be more abu-
sive in this study, we are curious about whether we would
see the extent of abuse evident in these conversations if the
CPA was male. Regardless of CPA gender, participants
may feel as though they have authority to engage in abu-
sive verbal behaviors during the school day given the ano-
nymity of their chats (teachers do not currently have access
to transcripts of student and CPA interactions). The wide-
spread misuse and abuse of Joan by students in schools
is obviously made possible because of the online nature
of the chat space. The third assumption of CMDA holds
true – the nature of the online chat environment greatly
impacted the discourse between social studies students
and the CPA in this study.

7. Implications

The results of this study indicate that social studies stu-
dents abused and misused Joan, a conversational pedagog-
ical agent whose purpose was to assist them in solving an
educational task. Such abuse was evident in both the types
of issues students discussed in their conversations with
Joan and in the type of language that they used. Even
though we expected students to engage in fruitful conversa-
tions with Joan on the task assigned to them, off-task
behavior was the prevailing mode of interaction. The
results we have presented in this paper enable us to draw
four implications for the design, development, and deploy-
ment of pedagogical agents. The following implications
may therefore assist designers in their attempts to account
for factors that may trigger abusive user behavior.

7.1. Agent representation

The CPA used in this study was simply named Joan. She
was a late twenties to early-thirties female dressed in formal
attire. She was presented to the students as an expert in
geography, able to answer any questions the students
encountered when solving their task. It is very clear from
our results, that the representation of the agent, albeit
being older than the students and dressed in formal attire,
had no discernable impact on inhibiting the students’ dia-
logue with her. Since previous work has shown that user
behaviors are influenced by the representation of virtual
characters (Veletsianos, 2006), it may be beneficial to
examine pedagogical agents who are portrayed in a more
professional and teacher-like manner. For example, CPA’s
names can be preceded by titles such as Ms., Dr., or Mr.,
perhaps connoting authority and expertise. Students may
then be keyed in to the fact that the agent should be treated
with respect. Further credentials that can be given to agents
can include occupational roles that are evident to the stu-
dents (e.g., librarian, geographer, teacher, professor).
Additionally, providing credibility and authority to an
agent can also be accomplished with the use of visual cues,
such as the addition of eyeglasses. The area of pedagogical
agent representation appears to be an area worthy of fur-
ther research as researchers are calling for an investigation
of the role of visual appearance and aesthetics in pedagog-
ical agents (Gulz and Haake, 2006).

7.2. Agent responses

We recommend that agent responses should be pro-
grammed to prevent or curtail further student abuse. For
example, agents can respond to abuses by reminding users
that abusive language is not appreciated, ‘‘Please refrain
from using such language!” Additionally, agents can
attempt to keep users on task by redirecting off-task and
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abusive comments to the task at hand. In the case of ped-
agogical agents, agents can respond by directing attention
to the assignment, ‘‘Your focus is elsewhere. How can I
help you with your assignment?”, or, ‘‘Please stay on task.
Do you have any questions about the assignment?” This
immediate redirection of abusive and inappropriate behav-
ior may squelch the students’ desire to continue to verbally
assault that CPA, and hopefully refocus them on an assign-
ment’s task.

7.3. Ecological validity

Even though we expected the students who took part in
this study to exhibit some off-task behavior, we did not
anticipate such a widespread abuse and misuse of the ped-
agogical agent. Likewise, we did not expect to find that
more than 40% of student social comments would be sexu-
ally explicit, flirtatious, expletive, or referencing drugs and
violence. This knowledge is important for designers, devel-
opers, and researchers of conversational system because it
indicates that students were more interested in holding
social conversations with the agent. Without conducting
this analysis, there would have been no way to predict that
users would focus on such issues when conversing with ped-

agogical agents. Armed with this knowledge, we are
reminded of the value of ecological validity. In other
words, authentic research investigations freed from the
artificial constraints of the lab seem to be paramount in
understanding student–agent discourse. By enabling real-
world interactions between students and agents we are able
to more fully understand what happens when humans are
given free access to a conversational counterpart who is
pre-programmed to respond to their answers.

7.4. Access to transcripts

What would happen if students are informed that their
teachers, in addition to the researchers, will receive a tran-
script of each student’s interaction with the CPA? In
essence, we are asking what would happen if we removed
the anonymity component of interacting with a CPA. It
is very likely that such an action would help curtail abusive
behavior. Nevertheless, a reduction in abusive behavior
does not necessarily imply an increase in conversations
related to the task or an increase in the CPA’s educational
value. If students are told that the teacher will have access
to student–agent transcripts, would abusive behavior
diminish? Would students ask more educational questions?
Or would the number of educational questions remain the
same? These questions are left for future research.

8. Conclusion

Even though we present evidence of Joan being abused
by students, it is important to note that our results are lim-
ited by contextual factors such as student population, agent
abilities, and task duration. Even though such factors may
have influenced the results of our study, it is important to
recognize the significance of research in naturalistic con-
texts where no artificial conditions are set and the use of
pedagogical agents in real-world contexts is examined.
Given the pervasiveness of agent abuse and misuse in the
context specified within this study, a number of interesting
and essential questions arise: How is sex-loaded ‘‘small
talk” to be interpreted, as a social phenomenon? Is such
an attitude towards conversational pedagogical agents typ-
ical or do contextual factors significantly influence the way
students interact with agents? These questions go beyond
the purposes of this manuscript but deem full-length inves-
tigation in order to fully comprehend what it means for
students to abuse and misuse conversational pedagogical
agents.
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